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I have been saying from the first day that the whole January 6 event was staged, including Ashley
Babbitt's death. I have shown huge amounts of evidence it was staged out of the Pentagon, mainly by
the Air Force. Babbitt was Air Force herself, and they admit that. More recently I have been calling
bull on the jailings, the solitary confinement claims, the suicides, and the trials. But some still aren't
getting it. So I intend to stay on it until I convince every last person on Earth of the truth, or pass away
from old age.
They just made that a lot easier today by publishing descriptions of one of the current trials at Gateway
Pundit. This is the fake trial of Guy Wesley Reffitt, above with his family. We are told his wife and
underage children have been subpoenaed to testify against him, and the author there is selling that as
evidence “the Biden regime has no conscience!” Horrible, right, forcing kids to testify against their
own father? A wife to testify against her own husband? Except for one thing. It is illegal. Impossible,
actually. You cannot subpoena a wife, husband, or child to testify against a family member. That's
first-year law school. The only time such testimony is allowed is if the father has committed a crime
against the wife or child, and is being tried for it. But that didn't happen here. All you have to do is
look it up, but I guess they figure you aren't capable of such brilliance.
However, you should know it even from watching your Hollywood movies, where this law often comes
up. It came up in an old movie recently that I was watching, Witness for the Prosecution.
We are told Reffitt threatened his son, and this is what allowed the taping and testimony. But if that
were the case, the prosecution wouldn't have to subpoena the wife and younger daughter Peyton. They
would testify willingly. You only subpoena someone who won't otherwise testify. The subpoena is
used to force testimony. So none of this makes sense no matter how you slice it.
As confirmation of that, we find that Jackson is now estranged from his family, and is not on speaking

terms with his sisters or mother. If the father had really threatened the family with death, do you think
that would be the case? So again, none of this makes any sense. If the sisters and mother do not think
they were threatened, they cannot be compelled to testify against the father.
Next we get this:
Jackson recorded his family home for 8 days following his Dad’s return from DC, and many of
the recordings were Jackson provoking his dad into debate, and out and out purposely
provoking his dad…all at the behest of the FBI.

Note the “eight days”, which is the signal here this is fake. Intel often uses that number as a marker.
But the problem is, this is also illegal. It is called illegal wiretapping. Government agencies are not
allowed to use underage children to infiltrate or tap a home, and Jackson Reffitt was 18 at the time.
The age of majority is 21. Basically, the reason for this is that minors cannot consent, like with sex.
Not only can they not consent to sex, they also cannot consent to things like this, since they are rightly
not considered to have the maturity to understand the consequences. If the FBI could do this, they
could also coerce six year olds with candy to plant bugs in a house. I hope you can see how and why
that would be illegal. Well, this is illegal for exactly the same reason, and no real judge would allow
such testimony.
If you still don't believe me, read the note from wife Nicole Reffitt, where she says Jackson not only
recorded his father, he recorded his siblings and stole information from their phones. Completely
illegal, since the other family members were not suspects, had not been arrested, had not been read
their rights, and so on. And yet we are supposed to believe all this evidence has been used against Guy
in court.
And we find another marker: the raid on their home was January 16. Added em up, you get eight
again. Also, Guy is being called political prisoner #376782. Add em up, what do you get? 33.
We see the same numerology all over the fake FBI transcripts, where events happened on Jan. 8 and
Jan. 11, but not nearby dates. So they are signaling with aces and eights, as usual.

There he is the day of the fake. Does he look like a private citizen protesting an election? No, he looks
like some sort of government agent, hiding in the bushes with his fellow agents dressed in the same
color. Notice the GoPro helmet/camera on his head. We may assume he has an earpiece, since he has
a lot of equipment under his vest. Notice the emblem on his sleeve, which looks like a bird. Let me
guess: a Phoenix?
Reffitt is supposed to be a member of the militia group 3%ers, but we have already studied all such
groups, finding them to be Intel fronts. And that also includes the Proud Boys, Antifa, BLM, the
OathKeepers, and all others. It is all a vast theater project, composed of dozens of manufactured
groups. See my Jan. 6 paper for lots of proof of that.
We have more evidence of that, since it is admitted Reffitt is not some southern hick. He is actually an
engineer and owns his own private security business. What are the odds? At his LinkedIn page we
find this:
O v e r 18 years of Oilfeld experience. Skilled in Upstream Drilling, HPHT, Workover, Completions,
Petroleum and Gas ERD. Ofshore and Land. Strong engineering professional with a Bachelor of Science
(B.Sc.) focused in Engineering Technology, General from University of Canterbury (Kent).

So Guy also went to university in England, like his daughter Sarah. Makes us wonder if the mother
Nicole is some sort of peer. We need her maiden name. Regardless, the University of Canterbury
again points us at Intelligence. Not many guys from Wylie, TX, go there. He has worked in Saudi
Arabia, Brunei, Kuwait, and Vietnam. He has nine listed certifications, including Merchant Marine
Captain, Major Emergency Management Initial Response, and Survival Craft.
The Emergency Management explains his sleeve insignia, which comes from the Wild Geese Group,
which specializes in Federal Firearm License Sales and Transfers. It is an organization founded by
Special Forces Sgt. Maj. William Cook. So again, we are not looking at MAGA wingnuts, we are
looking at Army. Special Forces is of course closely tied to Intelligence.
Also on Reffitt's list of certs we find Bastion Technologies, which supports military contracts. Oh,
what do you know? Also a Permit to Work for Petronas, the huge oil and gas company owned by
Malaysia. They have been accused of war crimes in Sudan. The Swedish government is currently
prosecuting them, with trials to start this year. Sudan began efforts to seize local assets of Petronas in
2021. Just a coincidence, I'm sure.
All that up as of now at his LinkedIn page. They aren't even trying to hide it. They figure you are an
idiot and can't or won't do a basic search.
We also have the usual gap in the bio. He is 49, with 18 years experience in his field. Which takes us
back to age 31. That's about an eight-year gap in the bio, when he was probably training for military or
intelligence, or both.
So let's look this guy Reffitt up at Instantcheckmate. The first thing we notice is that he is supposed to
be from Wylie, Texas, but his family had just returned from living in England in 2020, since we are
told his daughter had just completed her A-Levels. They don't have A-Levels in Texas. How many
people from Wylie, Texas, do you think live for years in England while their daughter goes to a ritzy
college?

The next curious thing we see is that although he has eleven Reffitts on his relatives page, there is no
Nicole or Jackson. Jackson is now 20, and Instantcheckmate normally lists people over 18. So we are
seeing confirmation this kid is a plant and actor, not really Reffitt's son. We have more proof of that in
the photo under title. You are supposed to think that is Jackson in the middle, wearing a mask. But it
looks suspicious, since why is only he wearing a mask outside? I will tell you. That photo is several
years old, since Guy Reffitt is now 49. That first guy probably isn't 49. So this is a couple of years
ago, before masks. They just pasted the mask in. Why? Because that isn't Jackson, and they needed to
hide that. You can't make a positive ID on that dude, can you? This is a picture of Jackson I just
pulled off the web, dated two days ago from USAToday:

No match, since that kid is much smaller. Compare his neck and chest size. Busted. Also note the guy
under title is wearing a pink backpack. Who wears a pink backpack?
Studying the Instantcheckmate page further, it appears that Reffitt's wife is Jodi Nicole
Parkey/Pankey/Parker, 49, daughter of Harold G. Parkey/Pankey, 81, and previously married to Jacob
Williams. We also link to an Amber McConnell, 44, who appears to have two listings and a whole raft
of aliases. She links us to the names Lloyd, Spence, Nichols, Capone, and Saint Tammany. Wow. She
has 30 locations in nine states, including Orem, UT. A third Amber McConnell may also be her, giving
us links to Fort Hood and Fort Sill. Definitely smells like an agent.
Nicole is related to several Pankeys, so if we take that as her real last name, we can link her to Walkers
through her relative Jeanette Pankey, aka Jeanette Walker, aka Jeanette Hook. This Jeanette Pankey
looks like yet another agent, since she has a second listing with a truly impressive list of aliases,
locations, and relatives. She has fifty relatives listed, and links us to the names Phillips, Douglas,
Daniels, Harris, Soloman, Upton, Depuew, Stuhlmiller, Taylor, Wilborn, Potts, and Enright. She is aka
Janice, Janet, Jeanne, Jann, Janelle, and Stephanie.

So we appear to have tripped on a whole new nest of agents that no one bothered to scrub from public
searches. That is how untouchable these people think they are.
The Reffitts apparently come from Ohio, since we get many links there, especially Oregon and Genoa,
OH. The eldest daughter Sarah appears to be married to either Thomas or Christopher Ellis of Wills
Point, TX. Christopher also has Hyattsville, MD, on his list, indicating a possible link to Langley. It is
only about ten minutes away.
The judge in the fake trial, some actor named Nestler, has claimed Reffitt attacked police and was the
“head of the spear” that entered the Capitol. Except for one thing: Reffitt isn't even being charged with
entering the Capitol. We are told he didn't. It can't be both ways. Although Reffitt was a provocateur,
like several others that have been outed, he was allegedly pepper-sprayed right at the door and
retreated. That's convenient. He is also accused of having a gun, but they admit it was disassembled,
which means it wasn't illegal.
Here's another problem:

That is tagged at ABC as Nicole Reffitt and her daughters Peyton and Sarah. So let's compare to the
pic under title. I see a match on the second two, but not on Peyton. Plus, Peyton is just a teen, so the
family should be keeping her out of the press. If this were real, it would be a big mistake to put

pictures of these girls on the internet. I would say it is still a mistake, but they are protected
assets/actors, so they would be hard to get to. You can be sure they aren't in Wylie.
Sarah Reffitt is listed as age 24 at Truepeoplesearch, and living in Wylie right on the edge of the
highschool. She is related to a lot of Parkers, so we may assume the correct family name is Parker, not
Parkey or Pankey. That would make the mother's name Jodi Nicole Parker. MyLife lists her as Parkey
and we get a photo match and a match to Sarah, but they indicate Jodi is no longer related to Guy
Reffitt, perhaps having remarried the Williams person and moving to Terrell, TX. But that doesn't
explain why they continue to call her Nicole Reffitt in the news. It also doesn't explain why Guy
Reffitt has Terrell on his list. He has supposed to have been in jail for the last year, remember, so if his
family moved from Wylie to Terrell, he wouldn't have moved with them. And yet another problem:
these pages at Instantcheckmate are updated every week, so the big computers should know Guy Reffitt
is in jail in DC-CTF. They don't.

There is another picture of Jackson from the same article at ABC. So many signals there. I see at least
four. His t-shirt says something, he has two tags on his jacket, and then the weird symbol in the
background. I am not sure what it is, but it looks Pagan/Phoenician, and looks like the pre-Christian
fish symbol, which the pagans used to indicate fertility. The Wiccans use a variation of it as their
goddess sign. It could also be an eye of Horus. Maybe my readers can help me out here. Someone
will recognize that T-shirt, at least. I see a number 5 on it. The kid is very strange regardless, since in
another picture from his bedroom, he has a large pink Hello Kitty on his dresser. In another he is
wearing a pink wool cap. We are told he was paid $115,000 by CNN.
And here's the cherry on top. They neglect to explain how Reffitt managed to stay fat while being in
solitary confinement for a full year. I guess they feed them lots of cakes and pies as torture:

Next day: Cara Castronuova (ie “new Castro”) at NewsMax is now reporting that arguments have
ended in the trial, with the defense calling no witnesses. Not even a character witness from this guy
with thousands of top contacts in the government and oil. Yet another indication this trial is staged. As
usual, the defendant is being prosecuted from both tables. His youngest daughter Peyton was
scheduled to appear for the prosecution, but was pulled when it became clear her testimony wouldn't
benefit them. Instead she is giving her testimony outside the court, to the press. That's another no-no,
but who's counting, right? She claims she was never once threatened by her father, and that she was
being coached by the prosecutors. Another problem is that we are told Reffitt's attorney is public
defender William Welch. That means he was assigned to Reffitt by the State. That makes no sense,
because we have seen Reffitt should not be too poor to hire an attorney. A glance at his LinkedIn page
will tell you he should be pretty wealthy. And even if he weren't, this would still make no sense
because you would expect these January 6 people to be the beneficiaries of large donations from
MAGA, 3%ers, Proud Boys, Oathkeepers, and a dozen other groups, paying his attorney's fees. The
truckers pulled in a million in a matter of weeks, and Reffitt and these other guys allegedly in solitary
in DC prison have had a year to fundraise from the same base of donors. And yet they don't have
enough to hire a single attorney?
But if all this is fake, why the subplot about Peyton not being called to the stand? I can only guess, but
I would say it may be another sign of the split in Intel, and the opposing side has planted some actors
here as well. This isn't spy versus spy so much as it is actor versus actor. Castronuovo is an obvious
agent, but she appears to be trying to blow the cover of this story, without just coming out and calling it
a fake like I am doing. Agents aren't allowed to do that, but they are allowed to plant their own actors
and to make up their own stories. Or, no one can stop them from doing that. So maybe that's Peyton
outside the courtroom, and maybe it's not. Or maybe Castronuovo got to her and doubled her salary.
There are a lot of possibilities. Another possibility is the whole story is a planned fail, played to
damage the Democrats. Whatever the main point of it is, the secondary point of drawing eyes off real
events is certainly finding much success. Like the fake war in Ukraine, this trial is keeping eyes off the
trucker rebellion, the vaccine crime against humanity, and the latest pillaging of the treasury.

